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workers of the project are busy with their chores of milking for Brown Bovin. And then they're off Dairy Farm Gives Students with laurutails and working practice, fat recording up to 000 lbs. in a highway, is equipped with all the allowed to hire other students to work in return for the same chores. The commercial type student dairy farm project since the late 80's, include butter, dentistry, buying feeds, renting land and many other duties of studies, some* rush to quarters for chow. With.

Jerry King
The Very Important Person Who Does The Cooking
SAYS
"POLY STUDENTS ARE BIG EATERS SO WE SERVE BIG MEALS"

AT THE
Tick Tock Cafe
located at 6 a.m. with each, touching off weekly. Following classes weekly meals, 11 students are

PLAYLAND ROLLER DROME
AMUSEMENT FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Philly Assembly • 8897
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
Includes Cinema, Shows, Rides & Concession Stalls

PRIVATE PARTIES FOR MONDAYS
175 Pomeroy
Piano Beach

BOB'S Car Wash
At Your Service

5 Minute Car Washing
Expert Polishing

BOB'S Car Wash
1023 Marsh, San Luis Obispo

Cow Awards
Cows 30 Years Ago Would Have Trouble At Today's Fairs

The All-American cows of 80 years ago would not place at most of our county fairs today! And why not? The answer is given in a currently released report to the legislature by the joint—senate—assembly interim committee on fairs and exhibitions, H. W. Padlicly, (R) Shafter, chairman.

The report states that cows east of the Mississippi River were taking place in California over the past 30 years.

Much Improvement
While there has been much improvement at the top, the most remarkable improvement has been in plating, after third in fourth and from there down among the steers and unlimited with an average of 10 pounds of butterfat production per year.

Veteran's dairy cattle would just not be good to give today's champions tough opposition at fairs.

All fair buyers have some part in this improvement. According to the report the assured contribution of cattle to our economy, through recognition of high standard of production, to producers was essential to long life and increased production.

Nelson's Report
Russell Nelson, dairy expert at California State Polytechnic College, in the report from the judging figures places the California-Finland association of American which gives positive proof that production goes up as type improves.

Cows rated good on type—produced 3.35 pounds butterfat per year.

Cows rated very good on type—produced 61.6 pounds butterfat per year.

Cows rated ex. excel. on type—produced 83.9 pounds butterfat per year.

Cows rated excel. on type—produced 82.5 pounds butterfat per year.

Cows rated good on type—produced 55.0 pounds butterfat per year.

Cows rated very good on type—produced 79.9 pounds butterfat per year.

Cows rated excellent on type—produced 93.0 pounds butterfat per year.

"Fairs help to show dairymen and future dairymen what makes a cow a better cow on type", Nelson states. "Consumers are getting better milk and dairy products as a result", he continued.

Internet Makers
"Our fair programs in this state are very instrumental as interest-makers for our young future dairymen of California. Many young men become interested and continue to breed good cattle because they have talked to good showmen and watch results in the showing. The increased production, Nelson continues, is caused by the increased numbers of shows being competed in other states in comparison to other states in California."

The annual report of the judging associations printed in the judging committee reports that in the state that California is now leading the nation in butterfat production, in 1964 the average butterfat production per cow in California was 83 pounds for last year's milk and pounds and has been an outstanding example of California agriculture.

Hate Extreme Average
According to A. R. Biddle, chief of the division of fairs and exhibitions in 1964 the average butterfat production per cow in California exceeded the average butterfat production in the United States by the pound.

The differences multiplied by 62,000,000 milk cows in the state 92,000,000 pounds of butterfat over and above what would have been produced by the same number of animals with an average production of that for the United States. For last year alone, the increase amounts to 10,000,000 pounds of butterfat.

Fairs Help
The report comes up by saying fairs, through promoting education for producers and showing how to put better milk and dairy products...
McPhee Announces Nine Additions To Faculty

Nine new instructors—a six in liberal arts, two in agriculture and one in engineering—have been added to the faculty at California State Polytechnic college. Julian A. McPhee, Cal Poly's president, in making the announcement, included the new faculty members as Kenneth R. Holmes, architectural engineering; Ernest Balloy, chemical engineering; John Abernethy, physical science; William R. Jackson, C. Schenk, Dr. Robert J. Cooper, civil engineering; Paul D. Steele, physics; Richard L. Schenk, Jr., English; John Abernethy, physical science; and Mrs. Schenk, English. Holmes attended the University of Cincinnati and was graduated from the University of Pennsylvania. He has also received a master's degree from the University of California at Los Angeles, and a doctorate in architecture from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He has been associated with a number of architectural firms in the United States and England in an architect's capacity and has been teaching at the University of California at Los Angeles since 1955.

Cooper attended the University of California at Los Angeles and the University of Buffalo, and was graduated from the University of California at Los Angeles in 1955. He has been teaching at the University of California at Los Angeles since 1955.

Jackson attended the University of California at Los Angeles, and was graduated from the University of California at Los Angeles in 1955. He has been teaching at the University of California at Los Angeles since 1955.

Schenk attended the University of Cincinnati, and was graduated from the University of California at Los Angeles. She has been teaching at the University of California at Los Angeles since 1955.

Abernethy attended the University of California at Los Angeles, and was graduated from the University of California at Los Angeles in 1955. He has been teaching at the University of California at Los Angeles since 1955.

Steele attended the University of California at Los Angeles, and was graduated from the University of California at Los Angeles in 1955. He has been teaching at the University of California at Los Angeles since 1955.
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Watts Attends Iowa Housing Confab
Cal Poly was represented for the first time by Don Watts, housing manager, at the Association of Colleges and University Housing Officers’ seventh annual conference, held recently at Iowa State College.

“The theme of the conference was ‘Building, Operating, and Maintaining a Residence Hall,’ and it had both a national and a regional emphasis,” Watts reported.

Watts attended the conference which was held at the University of Iowa on the campus of the University of Iowa.

The conference was interesting and educational and there were many excellent ideas expressed and demonstrated. Watts said.

“More emphasis on social education seems to be the trend in most of the institutions, and I hope we can develop more social education for Cal Poly in the near future, based on the ideas given by other colleges at the conference,” he added.

“I was able to discuss more thoroughly and see more of a range of problems and how they solved their problems,” Watts concluded.

The End, At Last!

Axe Finds Headless Horseman Has Head—But Loses Own

I looked up at my assailant and immediately recognized that popular green marker and fence builder, Richard Wilson of security. I was fit to be tied and was on the railroad tracks. I looked up at that point and saw our new assistant, who was wearing a gray uniform, who was in the process of unloading a truck full of strawberries.

“Whew! You of all people, does your Eagle Scout rating mean nothing to you? What did you want with all those strawberries? No you were the lone ranger and your gone from our lives forever. I really lost my head.

A new resident put his head to the steel bars in hisSelected | and 

Continued from Page 1

Hughes Expends 70

(Tomorrow From Page 1)

Two games last season have been improving steadily for the last few seasons. This could be a tough one.

As can be seen the Mustangs have a back-breaking schedule and Coach Roy Hughes is going to have to keep the boys up the way after each game. A prediction: The schedule is against the Mustangs. Two tough Texas teams followed by a tough team from the game with Fresno made it tough for Coach to win that title. Only time will tell.

New Science Building

(Continued From Page 1)

actual plans of machinery to accompany instructors.

The women’s physical education facilities will be furnished this fall and will include, two activity rooms, show rooms, dressing rooms, and a separate entrance into the installation.

During the spring and summer of 1958, Jefferson, Hansen, and Charnes halls are to be remodeled for addition of the health center also to be remodeled to accommodate 1958 and 1959. Rooms 10-4 A and 10-4 B will be converted into food and eating home economics labs.

To accommodate the growing demand for more drafting labs, art rooms 23A will be converted into a mechanical drafting classroom by fall 1958. This is in addition to the new lab which will double the space now available.

The state government also expanding drafting facilities by remodeling classroom 11 into a drafting lab.

Reps. 19. This will be in addition to the growing demand for more elective classes.

El Rodeo Supplies Distributed To 800

The student body office announces that over 600 copies of the summer supplement to El Rodeo have been distributed to purchasers of the 1958 El Rodeo. The supplement covers Royal, research, construction on campus, transportation, a new co-education feature, sports and commencement exercises.

El Rodeo and the supplement, cost 50¢ and a few copies are available in the student body office.

Baby Girl Arrives At Cal. Loiselle’s Home

Colma, Calif.—Loiselle, head of the department of Military Science and Tactics, is the proud mother of a new 7 pound Is 1.8 ounce baby girl, Colonel Loiselle, an Instruction at Cal Poly for two years. The child was born in the hospital on Aug. 16.

Looking Over The Mustang evening semi-stint busy grid season. Best 1, and expect some 20 prospects to look over before between the first game Sept. 17. The fans of more than 100 prospective candidates, Head Coach Roy Hughes and Assistant coaches have the Idaho State team will have a good eye out for recruits, something the Mustangs may be short of this season.

BARR’S DRIVE-IN

“HOME OF THE BARR-BURGER”

That BIG DOUBLE HAMBURGER on the double-out sesame bun — with french fries

WE NOW HAVE A STANDARD HAMBURGER AT 35¢

Some Bun — Some Good Relish

One Meat Patty

look for the red roaster—on highway 1, near Fairhill

DO IT YOURSELF Auto Wash

We furnish The Materials

FREE

WATCH FOR OUR MONTHLY SPECIALS

RIGDON

Signal Service

Check us for expert service on 888 1950 Monterey St.

poly’s home away from home

SPECIAL

Poly Rates On MEAL TICKETS

“Economy and fine food —
The place for families and budgets”

Blackie’s

foothill and old morro road